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1.1

Welcome
This utility allows you to manage service jobs through enhanced workorders with scheduling and
appointments. You can track service jobs from time of estimate through pickup/delivery. Service Manager
replaces a manual ticket based system with a computerized version. Pre-printed forms are replaced with
a custom form on demand. A full page printer is required (laser suggested). Scheduling can be managed
onscreen or used in conjunction with a schedule board system (wall mount, hook, bin/tray, etc.).
Service Manager can be run in Store Operations POS or Manager, or as a standalone application on a
service department PC or back office workstation. Service Manager is installed on PCs where Store
Operations is installed or on networked PCs with access to the Store Operations database.
You can use Service Manager to:
Quickly create and manage service workorders and estimates
Locate a serialized item by customer account and track service work for that item
Generate service item descriptions using pre-defined attributes
Print estimate forms that fit standard schedule boards
Monitor all service orders at a glance (new, scheduled, waiting for parts, etc.)
View service orders by status, type, customer account, resource, and date range
Schedule appointments for future services
Define service personnel based on selected sale reps in RMS
View scheduled jobs by resource/personnel by the day, week, or month
Quickly schedule services by first available time slot or selected resource
Print service estimates with paper ID bracelet and customer claim stub
Print daily job sheets by resource or service personnel
Track customer contact logs by phone, fax, or email
Send email notifications to customers when service is completed or status change requires it
View prior service history by customer account or serialized item
Eliminate pre-printed forms and print estimates on demand
Generate a custom estimate form for manual entry if desired
Identify out-of-stock items or special orders and monitor service jobs waiting for parts
Integrates with DRS SO Tracker™ for tracking special orders and DRS V.I.P. Zone™ for customer
capture/global editing
Notify customers by email when service order has been completed, rescheduled, or needs attention
A special report included with Service Manager lists all open service jobs with status and scheduled due
dates. This report can be used to monitor workload demands for service personnel. Service Manager
includes a sophisticated scheduling board system that helps you maximize your service revenue and
profits based on available resources.
We suggest you use Service Manager exclusively to manage all your service related orders in
RMS.
NOTE: For Service Manager to work properly your labor items must be assigned to their own dept or
category. Service work should be itemized by job codes and dollar values. Your labor rate determines the
time values calculated for each job. Sales Reps must be assigned in RMS and identified in Service
Manager as service personnel.
2008-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain
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with CC0 1.0.

1.2

What's New
The following enhancements have been added since the initial release of DRS Service Manager.
By December 2021
Removed licensing requirement, expiry date, and copyright restriction.
This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CCO 1.0.
To view a copy of this license, visit: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0
November 2016
Increased the size of main form; moved controls to fill the space; changed time interval on
Resources tab to 30 mins so chart would be full
Added Created and Zip to the main grid; tool tip mouse-over on Created column will show date and
time info; tool tip added to Zip column
Setup, Print, removed Layout option (supported through custom CR template)
Replaced | with -- as separator to store Deposit and Reference Number data in one field
Added Company name (if on file) AND contact (Last, First) in main list view
Added additional text to clarify SO Tracker integration
Added First name field to Select Customer form and ability to search by first name with last name
Bug fixes
Recall button was not working properly in POS (list view and Order Detail)
Added code to support recursive tag-along items
Fixed code to handle Tax Exempt customers
Fixed code to support 0.00 component price for assemblies
January 2014
Added stock check form to show stock for multiple suppliers
Changed QBP Stock Check to use new API
Updated licensing routine to show expiry date in header when 30 days remain, starts flashing when
15 days remain, and displays registration key form upon startup when 5 days remain
March 2012
Bug fixes
Fixed typo in subject title for approval required email notification
October 2012
Removed seat license restrictions; switched to bracketed licensing based on station count
Changed email message used for sending registration request
Moved registration key to database so retailer has to enter it only once for all workstations
Added time limit to the registration key. Updated Registration form and About form to show the
expiry date
December 2010
Allow setting discount price to 0.00 when double-clicking on price column entry on New or edit
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forms
Made changes to support CA/AU/UK date format (dd-mm-yy)
Added support for VAT (Tax-Inclusive) tax setting in RMS
Added support for Fixed Amount tax setting in RMS
Added A4 versions of all estimate forms (Crystal Report template)
Added code to disable Printer 1 on setup form if Service Manager is not licensed
Added ability for the user to pick from a list of choices to populate the holidays table during initial
installation; Holidays list is displayed immediately after the setup so user can edit it
Added code to skip requiring Sales Rep for items that have already been delivered when marking a
WO as complete
Added F2 Stock check option for supported suppliers
a. From Item search form - F2 (only works if US bike or hobby store)
b. From Item Detail Form - F2 or Click the button (only works if US bike or hobby store)
Added color coding similar to DRS SO Tracker to the Item Lookup Code column
a. Green - Item is deliverable
b. Red - Item needs to be ordered
c. Yellow - Item on PO not received yet
Added setup option to use DRS VIP Zone for customer add/edit if installed
Added Notify tab to setup form; allows user to enter SMTP settings to be used for sending email
notifications
Added code to prompt user to send email to customer when status is changed to “Completed”,
“Parts order required”, “Hold (see notes)”, "Waiting for Service", or "Est. approval required"; only
prompts if service order notification option is set to email
Added ability to select “Contact by” to email form; section is disabled if testing email setup in
Setup.
Modified Assemblies add form to allow user to pick and choose components when added to WO;
added _All checkbox to top so user can quickly select all assembly items if desired
Added User defined due date
a. Changed Setup form to allow user to setup due time.
b. Added code to due date calculation to support fixed time; routine will only look at next 14
days and if it cannot find a due date an error message is displayed
All the reports - Added code to suppress due date if the time is 12:00; now the due date only
shows if time is > 12:00
Added code to not prompt the user to schedule new estimates if resources are not defined
Changed default to “No” on “Do you want to delete the Order” message and all other delete
confirmations
Bug fixes
Fixed bug where Items with tabs in Extended Description were not handled properly
Fixed bug where Items with tabs in Extended Description could not be deleted
Fixed bug in the schedule date/time saving code that was resulting in all schedules showing on
the reports with 12:00 AM
Fixed errors about Ambiguous ItemType when used with RMS 2.0 FP1
Fixed bug where entering invalid ILC followed by Add to WO causes continuous selection lockup
Updated licensing DLL and service to latest edition to resolve any HD write errors
March 2009
Fixed bug that clears the repair/article description when a description is entered manually on the
New form prior to assigning a customer account
Added seat licensing to force license activation after the trial period expires
Added view/recall mode for unlicensed POS lanes; application will continue to run in this mode
2008-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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after the trial expires
February 2009
New/Edit Order forms: increased width of attribute dropdown for Description; changed code so
focus is set to customer search text box after any pop-up message that says "Customer is
required"
Added ability to select Assembly items in the item lookup form; when user adds an assembly a
second form allows user to pick which items to add to WO (default = all); if component prices are
defined, user is allowed to uncheck "Component Price" checkbox and apply regular prices to
invoice
Fixed problem with the Attribute maintenance grid showing blank lines when listbox exceeds 100
entries
January 2009
Setup form:
a. Added auto-print option to the Printer 2
b. Added new button for Disclaimer with disclaimer logic based on canceled items
c. Changed "SM-101 8.5x11 US" to "SM-101 8.5x11 bottom stub" and added a new entry "SM101 8.5x11 bottom ID"; added new report forms for this option
d. Added _Show Complete as a default option
g. Added "Estimate Only" to default status option
Discount form: Added code to use "_Req" value if enabled in setup
Print outs:
a. Changed logic so signature line will only show if disclaimer is active and there are canceled
items (0 Qty)
b. Added "Call if over" to the pre-printed reports
c. Moved signature line below notes on pre-printed reports
d. Left aligned "Estimate Only" and Changed the label to "ESTIMATE ONLY"
e. Invoice - Removed lines at bottom and moved signature to the bottom and added an X;
signature line shows if either signature line is enabled or disclaimer is enabled
f. Invoice - Added code to show zero in Qty column
g. Invoice - If both Qty and RTD are 0 for an item, CANCL is shown in RTD column
h. Invoice - Added Disclaimer section (triggered by Qty = 0)
i. Added Date next to Signature on all 6 reports; on invoice this only shows if Signature line
shows (date of signature)
j. Invoice - Added code to print date left justified if signature line is not shown
k. Added "Call if over"; only shows if checkbox is checked
l. Moved signature line below notes
Order New & Edit form:
a. Changed the text color on light grey rows to black in the invoice grid for readability
b. Changed code so user can enter 0 or 1 for serialized items or items with
QuantityEntryNotAllowed set
Changed code everywhere Printer 2 is used to use auto-print setting except for new estimates;
estimates will use the setting from the new estimate combo
Added code to set Special Order Items commission mode to 1 (Sales Rep); both single store and
HQ
New Order form:
a. Added textbox to enter Reference text
b. Added mouseover code to show entire ILC when on ILC column
Order Edit form:
a. Changed description to be editable
2008-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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b. Added textbox to enter Reference text (max 25); when user edits the reference the old
deposit text is retained and only the reference section is changed
c. Added code to color rows that have 0 qty in brown (declined/canceled items)
d. Added mouseover code to show entire ILC when on ILC column
e. Added "SO Item" button to the Order Edit form
f. Added code to prompt user to change status to "Parts Order Required" if SO Item is added
g. Fixed code so mouseover on Qty column shows correct number after an update
Added ability to enter Qty as 0 (will show as 0.0) and re-calculate committed Qty
Added code to discount form so Enter key in the amount/percent textbox forces Apply
Added ability to add SO (Special Order) Items to New orders
SO Item form: added code to set the cursor to Phone if phone is missing, Email if missing,
Description otherwise
Added code to Discount form to ignore "Exclude: _ Services _Sale Items" checkboxes when
setting price
Added code so double-click on price will load the discount form with Set Price selected and
current price as the price (if price is not red)
Changed the color of completed jobs to white in Schedule Board
Added code to all 3 forms to show completed jobs in grey when recalled
Added "Line item comment" to Item Description editing form (double-click on Description)
Added ability to create special order items and add them to existing orders or estimates provided
DRS SO Tracker is installed
Added ability to enter new price on discount form - New & Edit form
Changed code when saving to inform user if any of the prices entered are outside the lower/upper
bound; New & Edit form
Added code to Description edit form to accept Enter as save
Fixed code so the double-click and Enter on order edit/new form will show supplier info if set.
Added "Estimate Only" in the status dropdown above “Est. approval required”; will show orders
with Estimate Only checked that are not closed
Added code to prevent an error when rapidly scrolling the status dropdown list
Fixed the date format on the Holidays form to show in "Dec 25 08" format; changed format in
script to populate holidays table to resolve an error
Made changes to the new report template so it fits better on the preprinted form
Added "_Show Completed" check box to all 3 forms that have the calendar option
Added ability to change Item description; user can double-click on the description and enter new
description in a pop-up form; double-click on ILC continued to show item detail
Added code to the main list to show pre-printed SN on mouse-over on order number column; on
Order Edit form the SN already shows in the Frame caption as Order#/SN
December 2008
Setup form:
a. Added code so all other tabs are disabled if changes are made on the Store tab; forces user
to save changes to store hours before making any other change.
b. Disabled code that closes the form automatically after save to support Store tab change.
Fixed bug in POS when customer was selected and you create a new order in Service Manager
you were prompted to select a customer when saving the order.
Made changes so recalled service orders in POS will place cursor at the next blank line.
Added code to copy amount listed next to "*Deposit:" into the Reference field when order is
recalled with unpaid deposit; assumes amount listed is actual deposit required and entry has not
been edited.
Fixed code so Recall from Order Detail form will work correctly.
Changed date format to dd-mm-yy "21 Dec 08" in most forms to support CA/UK/AU users; must
continue to use US Regional setting in Windows for now.
2008-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Increased width of "Avail" grid on new order form so dates will show fully in the header row with
new date format.
Fixed discount bug on both new & order edit forms to prevent additional discount when rep is
changed.
Added bolded fonts to report format for article description, customer account name, resource
name, day, and APPT (if appointment).
Added code to ask user if same sales rep should be assigned to all items - New Order & Order
Edit forms.
Added code to show customer name with company - New Order & Order Edit forms; first 30
characters on order edit and first 43 characters on New order show in the textbox, but entire name
on title if you click Prior or Print button; added same change to the name on the report.
Added "Appointments" to dropdown filter - Main form & Setup form (default); displays Waiting for
Service orders that have been flagged as appointments.
Added code to New order form so it will not reset deposit amount if the RMS setting for WO
Deposit is set to 0.
Default resource selection for New form now defaults to <Any Resource> if no sales reps are
assigned to resources in Setup.
September 2008
Setup Form: added proficiency column to Resource form; user can enter a value from 50-150(%);
used to calculate time factor for scheduled work by assigned resource
August 2008
Setup Form - additions
a. Setup option for Global customer - only enabled when connected to HQ Store; changed frame
caption to "Customer" from "Customer Search"
b. Setup option to show Ext. Description. Frame caption changed to Items from "Service items
belong to"
c. Misc tab - Added ability to define 5th attribute
d. Changed frame caption to - "Items"
e. Changed label to "Service dept/category:"
f. Changed 2nd line to "_ Line display* Quick List*: _Services _ Items _Ext. Description"
g. Activated the Pre-Entry form combo
h. Added Pre-Entry button next to the combo. This is disabled if "Disabled" is selected in the
setup combo
i. Added new form to print pre entry forms
Order Edit & New Order Forms
a. Added code to not perform email/phone check for customer if connected to HQ Store
b. Added code to add selected items to Invoice grid if the user clicks on Line Display or Quick
List checkboxes
c. Added code to use the setting "Ext. Description" when adding new items; copies Ext
Description to Line Item Comments (up to 255 characters)
New Order Form
a. If a customer is selected in the POS and New button is clicked the customer is preselected
on the New form if "All customers" is not checked on main form
b. Sales Rep selected in POS is assigned as Service Rep/Estimator
c. Added the 5th combo for attribute 5
d. Removed "Enter" from all attribute combos to allow more space for attribute titles
e. Added Pre-Entry button next to the New button. This is disabled if "Disabled" is selected in
the setup combo
f. Added new form to enter the SN. This form can also be used to print pre entry forms
2008-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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g. Following validation is done when SN is entered to save with New Order
1. Begins with SM followed by 7 numbers
2. Length is 9
3. Numeric value is <= the last SN Printed
4. SN is not already in use for another Order
h. Added code to save pre-entry with new order
i. Added code to ask user "Would you like to print an updated estimate form?" when a new order
is saved with a pre-entry SN and setting is to auto print.
Printout:
a. Added code to show line item comments
b. Added "PARTS ORDER REQUIRED" in place of Out Location if this status option applies
c. Made column headers bold in all report formats.
Include button on New form:
a. Added ability to add/edit new entries
b. Added two columns with checkboxes for Yes & No
1. You can only check one checkbox
2. You can add multiple times. A new line is created each time
3. Each time you use this form previously selected items are not added to the Notes
field.
Order Edit form
a. Added code to update labor units (LU) for orders that were created in RMS and have LU=0
b. Changed the frame title to "WO#xxx/SMxxx Created mm-dd-yy"
Blocked time form:
a. Moved duration before start/end time for easier entry
b. Added combo to show previously defined names; user can pick one or type a new one
c. Added "Assign to all resources" checkbox
1. Checking this will create the time slot of all resources.
2. Name entered has to be unique and cannot exist for any resource.
3. When saved an entry is created for each resource so you will see this entry in the list
for each resource
4. To delete this entry you will have to delete it from each resource
5. The checkbox is disabled if an existing entry is opened for editing
All List forms - Changed "Add" button to "New".
Item search form - Added "Quick List" checkbox; supports quick list assignment for all items in
database
Schedule board tab:
a. Added code to show New button
b. Changed F6 to load the board with today's jobs; F5 reloads selected date jobs
c. Added drag/drop for scheduled jobs -- F5/F6 is disabled if Save changes is active.
Main Form:
a. Added code so F6 will clear resource selection combo and return cursor to Customer search
textbox
b. Added code to search pre-entry SN as part of order search; performs exact match
c. Changed label above the search box to "Order#/SM#:"
July 2008
Made following changes to POS version:
a. Changed code so Esc on main form will not ask user if they want to close.
b. Added code so if order that requires deposit is recalled the deposit form is loaded with focus
on deposit field.
c. Added "All Customers" check box; default list view now only shows selected customer's
service orders unless this checkbox option is enabled
2008-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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d. Added a prompt for new order to ask user if they want to process deposit
b. Added same prompt if user tries to recall an existing order that requires deposit
f. Changed the message displayed when order cannot be recalled
New & Order edit forms - Added code to make sure a schedule date/time is picked if status is set
to "Waiting for service".
Order Edit form:
a. Added code to ask user "Do you want to remove this order from the schedule board for
rescheduling later?" if status is set to anything other that "Waiting for service" or "Closed"
b. Added code to ask user if status should be set to "Parts order required" if out of stock item is
added to the order
c. Added code to toggle the button caption between "Services" & "Info"
d. Added same check as new form for email and phone number; based on contact method this
verifies appropriate information is available
e. Removed code that cleared the schedule if the status is changed to "Completed"
Printout - Added "In Loc:" label to the ID bracelet section.
Main form - Added resource filter by reducing width of Customer and Order search text boxes.
Discount form:
a. Added code to inform user if the item selected is a sale item or service item and discount on
those items are not allowed; user can uncheck the exclude checkbox to apply discount
b. Discount form - changed option "Discount from minimum price" to "Discount from current
price" to match action
Installer: added VB and Crystal runtime files to enable standalone installation (RMS install is not
required except for SQL client)
Schedule Board: made changes to the report printing to print between day start/end
New order form: changed message to "Are you sure you want to close without saving?" Yes/No.

1.3

Configuration

1.3.1

Add Button to POS
If you did not perform this step during installation select Start, Programs, Digital Retail Solutions,
DRS Service Manager, Add Button to POS.

Click on Add Button and a confirmation will appear.

2008-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Exit POS (if already running) and return to POS. The Custom POS Button should appear on the right
side of the screen.

If Custom POS Buttons are not visible on your screen press Ctrl-F6 Screen and select the Transaction
Screen tab. Check off the display option and enter a percentage relative to your screen resolution
(typically 12-18%).

Click OK to display your settings.

1.3.2

Holidays Setup
During installation you will prompted to select which country holidays you want installed (US, CA, AU, or
UK).

You can edit these entries immediately or edit them later from the Store setup tab to add/remove any
dates when the store is closed for business.

2008-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Example (US):

1.3.3

Database connect
From your Windows Desktop select Start, Programs, Digital Retail Solutions, DRS Service
Manager, Service Manager.
Once Service Manager loads select Database, Connect.

This will pop-up the login window (unless another DRS utility has already been installed and configured
on the same PC).

2008-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Database Login:
Server: Name of your RMS server. Use (Local) if Service Manager is installed on the PC where your RMS
database resides.
User Name: SQL Server User Name (default = sa)
Password: SQL Server Password for above user. Your SQL database password is created when you first
installed MSDE or SQL Server.
Database: The name of your RMS database (located under RMS Administrator, File, Configure).
Connection Timeout: 15 should be fine; increase if you have a slow network connection.
Click on Connect to confirm connection. If successful you will be returned to the main screen.
NOTE: The initial entry of database connections settings will update these settings for all DRS
applications currently installed. Subsequent changes will need to be entered for each application on an
individual basis.

1.3.4

Registration
From your Windows Desktop select Start, Programs, Digital Retail Solutions, DRS Service
Manager, Service Manager. Once Service Manager loads select About, Register.

This will pop-up the registration key entry window.

2008-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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IMPORTANT: Your company information must be correct before requesting a registration key. To edit
your company information select Store Operations Manager, File, Configuration, Store tab.
RMS v1.x: Your serial number will begin with QC for Store Operations or QH for Headquarters.
RMS v2.x: Your serial number will be an alphanumeric entry.
Serial Number: If your serial number is not listed correctly, you must first connect to your database.
To secure a license key, click on the envelope icon
and follow the instructions to email your serial
number and company information to register@digitalretailer.com.
Key: When you receive your registration key, insert the key into the box provided and select Save. This
will license all PCs running the same version of the application on the local network.
Expiration: Date shown will indicate the last day the software will run without renewing the license, To
renew, click the envelope icon

and follow the instructions.

NOTE: The expiration date will show in the title bar of the application when 30 days are remaining and
start blinking when 5 days are left. You should renew your license during this period to ensure continued
operation. The expiry date is also displayed in the About form.
NOTE: If you are installing a DRS bundle and connect to a Store Operations database, you can enter the
master key and it will be saved for all applications in the bundle that support a master key. If you
subsequently connect to a HeadQuarters database, you must enter the registration key for each DRS
application even if it is the master key.
IMPORTANT: This application is licensed by workstation count as defined in Store Operations
Manager, Databases, Registers, Register List. The count is listed in upper right. Additional licensing
fees apply if you move from one count bracket to another (1 PC, 2 PCs, 3-5 PCs, 6-10 PCs, 11-15 PCs,
etc.). A new license key is also required.

1.3.5

Item Captions
Service Manager will display Sub-Descriptions 1, 2 and 3 during item searches. For the purpose of this
Help file these fields have been assigned as Size, Color, and Brand. However, you can change the titles
of these fields to suit your needs. We recommend that you label these entry fields to ensure consistent
results for data entry, views, and reports.
To label the sub-description fields select Manager, File, Configuration, Captions button, Item tab.
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RMS Manager Setup
Service Manager is designed to work with standard workorders in RMS while providing enhanced features
and functionality. Setup options in RMS determine how some features in Service Manager operate. This
includes the deposit amount required and the default due date when an estimate or service order is not
scheduled in Service Manager.
To configure RMS for these settings, run Store Operations Manager and select File, Configuration,
Ordering tab.
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Dues Days -- this setting is only applied in Service Manager if you do not schedule an estimate.
Otherwise Service Manager calculates the due date/time based on estimated completion time for the
service plus the Due Date Buffer. If you do not want RMS to apply a default due date in POS, set the
configuration option in Store Operations Manager to 0 days.
NOTE: Service Manager is designed to pack your schedule board based on first available resource. This
ensures fast turnaround of services and accurate due date calculation regardless of workload demands.
Dues dates will fluctuate based on seasonal demand and resources available.

1.3.7

Labor Department
Service work should be entered into RMS as non-inventory items with standard prices. If you provide a
large number of services you should consider separating them into categories for easier lookup and
reporting.
NOTE: Only workorders with a least one service item will be tracked and managed by Service Manager.
This also applies to backorders or layaways created in POS whenever a service item has been included
on the sales order.
Variably priced service items should have their retail price set to $0.00 with "Must enter price at POS"
enabled on the Options tab. Or you can enter a default price. The price for these items will appear in red
in Service Manager indicating the price can be modified without requiring a discount.
Service Manager requires that your service items to be assigned to the same dept or category in RMS.
You must then identify this dept/category during initial setup.
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Click OK and the Defaults tab in Setup will appear.

Select the department or dept/category that includes all your service items.
Line Display -- select this option if you want your default services to list in single line mode rather than
tiered by category (tree view).
Quick List -- select this option if you want your default services list or item search to show only those
items marked as Quick List entries.This features works within the Services frame or when searching for
Items.
Ext. Description -- select this option if you want Ext. Description for items to display and print on
service orders.
TIP: Your service item entries should be assigned short Item Lookup Codes for ease of use. This
ensures the services list displays correctly and also makes it is easy to manually enter common service
codes rather than searching for them. 4-6 characters is the recommended maximum length.
1.3.7.1

Item Properties
Two fields in Item Properties are used by Service Manager to identify special attributes for service items.
Bin location is used to identify a service item as a member of your Quick List or Warranty/Check
dropdown list.
UoM (Unit of Measure) is used to over-ride the calculated time for service jobs based on their dollar
value. This calculated figure is known as Labor Units (LU). In this respect, U of M stands for Use of
Minutes as interpreted by Service Manager.
Both fields can be edited in Service Manager from the Order Details screen when viewing Item Details, or
in RMS under Item Properties, Inventory tab and Special tab.
NOTE: These fields cannot be edited at the store level in an HQ environment. Changes must be made in
HQ Manager and sent down to the stores on a 250 worksheet.
Example (Service Manager, Item Details):
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Special tab:
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Inventory tab:
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Quick List
You can identify the most common labor items for fast lookup by flagging them as Quick List entries. To
do this enter a Q into the Bin location field in Item Properties. The fastest way to accomplish this task
is by viewing the Services list in the New or Order Detail form. Then right-click on an entry and select
Add to Quick List. You can use the same method to remove an item from the Quick List.
Once defined your Quick List entries can be displayed instantly by enabling this checkbox in the
Services frame. You can also enable Quick List as your default view in Setup.
NOTE: Quick List items can also be accessed within item lookup, including standard items identified at
Quick List entries.
Example (Services frame):

NOTE: If base descriptions for service jobs are similar as in the above example, mouseover on
description will display ext. descriptions to help differentiate the job codes.
Example:
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NOTE: To include ext. descriptions on service orders for invoice views and printing, enable this option in
Setup defaults.
1.3.7.3

Warranty Check
You can identify warranty or check-up services for fast entry by flagging them as Warranty/Check
entries. To do this enter a W into the Bin location field in Item Properties. The best way to accomplish
this task is by viewing the Services list in the New or Order Detail forms. Then right-click on an entry and
select Add to Warranty Check. You can use the same method to remove an item from this status.
Once defined you can select a Warranty/Check entry from the dropdown list at the bottom of the
Services frame.
Example:

IMPORTANT: If warranty/checkover items are non-chargeable ($0.00) make sure to enter a time factor
under UoM (Unit of Measure). This ensures the jobs can be accurately scheduled based on labor units
(LU).
1.3.7.4

Time Factor (LU)
Service Manager uses your labor rate to determine the time value for each service item. For example, if
your labor rate is $60/hour and the service item is priced at $45, the time value is calculated as 45
minutes or .75 labor units (LU). In this example a $30 service item would equal .5 LU (30 minutes).
LU = Labor Units where units are equivalent to hours in decimal format; 1.00 is one hour.
If some service entries take longer or less time than the assigned charge indicates, you can adjust the
time factor by inserting minutes into the U of M field (unit of measure). This will cause LU to calculate by
those minutes instead of the dollar value of the service. For example, if you charge $60/hour a $30
service item would normally calculate as .5 LU (30 minutes). If job normally takes 20 minutes you can
enter 20 into UoM and LU will be calculated as .33.
TIP: To easily remember what to enter for a time factor, think of U of M in this case as "Use of Minutes".
You can use also this feature to define a time value for non-chargeable services such as free check-ups
or estimates. For example, if a service called Check Over takes 30 minutes on average, enter 30 into the
Unit of Measure (UoM) field. You can assign this value in RMS under Item Properties or in Service
Manager under Item Details.
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NOTE: You'll want to evaluate your service work on a periodic basis and adjust charges to more
accurately reflect the time required to complete the work. If a particular service job consistently takes
longer than the charge indicates, you should increase the price. In other cases the hourly rate may not
reflect the skill set required to complete the job. You can use the time factor to effectively vary the labor
rate for selected service items.
TIP: You can right-click on entries in the Services box and select View Item Details to change properties
such as U of M or Bin. Or double-click on the line item entry on a New estimate or Order Detail form.

1.3.8

Sales Reps
Service personnel are selected from Sales Rep entries defined in RMS. To enter your service personnel,
run Store Operations Manager, Database, Sales Reps. All personnel who be writing estimates or
performing services should be added to this list.

TIP: Sales Reps can have the same number IDs as Cashiers if your service personnel also ring in sales
in POS.
Once Sales Reps are defined in RMS, you can further refine which reps are active in Service Manager
under Setup, Resources.

1.3.9

Setup
Setup options in Service Manager allow you to fine tune how the program operates to accommodate
personal or usage requirements by workstation. Each PC can have different settings for both POS and
Manager functions (or the desktop shortcut).
IMPORTANT: 1024x768 is the minimum resolution required to run Service Manager. If your workstation
is operating in 800x600 mode you will need to change it in Control Panel, Display, Settings tab, Screen
resolution.
Select the Service Manager button in POS or run Service Manager from the desktop shortcut. Select
Setup at the top of the Service Manager screen.
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This will display the setup window.

The Defaults tab identifies the location of service items and defines the startup behavior for views and list
options.
The Store tab defines the store's open/closed settings.
The Resources tab defines the hourly rate plus available resources and associated service reps.
The Misc tab defines description attributes and included items for items being serviced.
The Print tab defines which Windows printers to use with Service Manager, plus which form and format
are required.
The Notify tab defines setup parameters for email notifications.
1.3.9.1

Defaults
This setup tab identifies the location of service items in the RMS database and allows you to define the
startup behavior for views and list options.
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Items:
Service Dept/Category -- select the dept and/or category that contains your service items
Line Display -- enable this option to force the Services list to display in single line mode; if you
haven't categorized your labor dept you should enable this option to suppress the tree view
Quick List -- enable this option to limit the Services or Items lists to only those items flagged as
Quick List entries
Ext. Description -- enable this option to display and print ext. descriptions for service items; if service
items have a similar base description in RMS, you should enter an ext. description to differentiate the
job codes; Service Manager will copy this description to Line Item Comment (up to 255 characters)
View Defaults:
You can select the default list view by order type, status, date range, or date type.
Contact Log, Notes, Internal Notes -- select which option will display in the main list view by default
List Options:
Grid Lines -- determines a grid pattern deployed for list views
Alt. Row Color -- select a color for alternate row (greenbar emulation); grey is recommended to avoid
2008-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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conflict with color-coded entries in list views
Main List:
Enter on Item = -- defines how Enter key operates in the Main list view
Double-click on Item = -- defines how mouse double-click operates in Main list view
Order Details List:
Enter on Item = -- defines how Enter key operates in the Order Details form
Double-click on Item = -- defines how mouse double-click operates in Order Details form
Customer Search:
Disable State/City combos -- If you have a large number of customers across a dispersed geographic
area, disabling this feature will accelerate Find customer startup and operation.
Use V.I.P. Zone for Add/Edit -- If DRS V.I.P. Zone is installed, enable to this option to call that
application when adding customers or editing accounts.
New (Customer) as Global -- This option is active when Service Manager is used in an HQ
environment and defaults to the global setting for new customer adds.
Schedule Board:
Day Start -- enter the earliest time you want the schedule board to display starting time slots
Default columns -- enter the number of resource columns displayed in the default view
Increment -- enter the time increment you want displayed between clock hours
1.3.9.2

Store
The Store setup tab allows you to define the store's open/closed times by day and define which holiday/
closed dates are active.
IMPORTANT: You must setup store hours and holidays before configuring resource schedules to avoid
any conflicts when defining work schedules.
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button.

1.3.9.2.1 Holidays/Closed

During installation you will prompted to select which country holidays you want installed (US, CA, AU, or
UK). You can edit those entries in this screen to add/remove any dates when the store is closed for
business.
Example (US holidays):
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Click New to create a new holiday or closed date. Select Other in the dropdown list to enter a name for
the new holiday.

To remove a holiday, highlight it, and press the Delete key on your keyboard.
1.3.9.3

Resources
This setup tab allows you to define the hourly rate plus available resources and associated service reps.
IMPORTANT: Make sure you define the default schedule board time and store holidays before editing
the Resources tab schedules. Otherwise you may be forced to re-enter this information.
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Hourly rate -- enter your standard hourly rate for service
Increment -- enter the smallest time increment for service work (use minimum labor charge as a guide)
Buffer -- optionally enter a buffer to insert between scheduled service jobs if your hourly charges do not
include this time gap. Example: If it takes 5 minutes to locate a service article and 5 minutes more to
store it when work is completed, you'd want to add a 10 minute buffer between jobs unless your labor
rate already reflects this time.
Service Rep(s) defined -- click the ellipsis
button to view and enable which Sales Reps in RMS will
be identified as Service Reps in Service Manager
Resource(s) defined -- Click the ellipsis
button to define the number of available resources for
service work and optionally assign a service rep to each resource. Your resources might consist of work
stands, service desks, work areas, bays, etc. Anything that defines the capacity of your service space. If
you primarily offer professional services, resources might be named after assigned service reps.
NOTE: If you do not assign a service rep to a resource, the hours available for scheduling will be
dependent upon the store's open hours. Otherwise the assigned rep's work schedule will determine open
slots for that resource.
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Due Date: You can set the service order pickup time to be either fixed or floating (calculated) with an
optional buffer.
Buffer -- This setting provides a safety margin to ensure customers don't show up before scheduled
services have been completed. Enter the number of hours between estimated completion time and
the Due Date/Time you want printed on the estimate form and customer claim stub.
Example: If estimated completion time is 3:30pm, and you have entered 2 hours as the buffer, the
Due Date/Time printed on the estimate form will be 5:30pm (if floating time is configured).
Time -- You can set the pickup time to be either fixed or floating with an optional buffer.
Use Floating if you want customers to pick-up repairs based on the calculated completion time
plus buffer. Example, if time is set to floating with a 2 hour buffer, the Due Date/Time posted on
the service order will be the calculated completion time plus 2 hours.
Use Fixed if you want customers to pick-up repairs after a certain time each day as long as the
calculated completion time is earlier than that time. The buffer in this case ensures repairs are
not picked up too close to that time. Example, if time is fixed at 5pm each business day and
buffer is set to 0, jobs with calculated completion time prior to 5pm will show a Due Date/Time of
5pm. Jobs with calculated completed time later than 5pm will show 5pm the next business day
for pickup.
NOTE: Due date buffer automatically calculates next business day if buffered time runs past open hours.
Example: If estimated completion time is 5:30pm and due date buffer is set to 2 hours, and your store
closes at 6pm, the Due Date/Time posted will be the first hour open on the next business day.
1.3.9.3.1 Service Reps

This form displays Sales Reps from RMS and allows you to identify which reps should be considered
service technicians. You should enable this status by checking the box for all service personnel who will
be running Service Manager. Then click Save before closing.
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Once service reps have been identified they can be paired with a resource and a work schedule can be
defined for each resource. To remove a service rep from active status, uncheck the box by their number.
1.3.9.3.2 Resources

Define the number of available resources for service work and optionally assign a service rep to the
resource. Your resources might consist of work stands, service desks, work areas, bays, etc. Anything
that defines the capacity of your service space. A resource may optionally be paired with a Service Rep
or exist on its own if various service personnel will utilize the resource.
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Click New to create a new resource.

Enter a name for the resource, optionally assign a service rep, then click Save before closing.
Proficiency is used to calculate the time required to complete jobs on the schedule board. This feature
can be used to differentiate the skill level of a service rep or indicate a service rep in training. Example:
50% would indicate the service rep takes twice as long to complete the same job compared to
experienced reps. Range allowed is 50-150%.
To remove a resource, highlight it, and press the Delete key on your keyboard.
To edit a resource, double-click on an entry.
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Misc
The Miscellaneous setup tab allows you to define description attribute titles and entries, plus "included"
items for articles being serviced or common text entries for job descriptions.

Description attributes -- these are used to quickly generate a service article description or job
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description during the estimate process; you can define up to five attribute titles such as brand, size,
color, model, type, etc. in whichever order you prefer.
IMPORTANT: You do not need to define all possible attribute entries since Service Manager will build a
list of these attributes as new ones are added during estimates. It is more important to enter the titles
you plan to use. If you need to edit any entries or correct spelling errors, you can do so from this form.
Click the ellipsis

button to view and edit the attribute list for each titled entry.

Included Items -- these are products commonly attached to a service article when dropped off for
service that should be returned to the customer when their service work is completed. This function can
also be used to add commonly used text entries under Notes for job descriptions.
Click the ellipsis

button to view and edit the included items list.

Discounts -- allows you to define preset discounts and discount rules such as allow presets only and a
require reason code.You can also exclude services and sales items from being discounted in Service
Manager.
1.3.9.4.1 Attributes list

The attributes list displays all currently defined entries for the titled attribute. In this example Type was
used as an attribute title. From here you can add, edit, or remove an entry.
Example:

Click Add to enter a new attribute entry. Enter a new entry and click Save before closing.
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To remove an entry, highlight it, and press the Delete key on your keyboard.
1.3.9.4.2 Included Items

Included items are products commonly attached to a service article when dropped off for service that
should be returned to the customer when their service work is completed. This function can also be used
to add common text entries under Notes for job descriptions.
Example:

To remove an item, highlight it, and press the Delete key on your keyboard.
NOTE: If you are not using this feature and no entries are defined, the Include button will not appear on
the estimate form.
1.3.9.5

Print
This setup tab allows you to define printer hardware settings, printer functions, and form options.
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Printer 1 -- select Windows printer for the estimate form; normally this is a dedicated laser printer
loaded with the appropriate Service Manager form
Forms:
Estimate form -- select the appropriate form for your business type; ex, SM-101 bottom ID
New estimate -- options include Auto-print, Print Preview, and No Printing; this setting will depend on
business type and how estimate forms are used
Include signature line -- enable this checkbox to insert a customer signature line at the top of the
invoice section
Pre-entry form -- enable this option if you plan to pre-print estimate forms for manual entry which are
later synched with Service Manager; options include formats associated with the selected Estimate
form such as one or two columns, blank or service quick list
Disclaimer/Release -- select this button to enable disclaimer text on service orders; once enabled
disclaimer logic is applied to service orders whenever item quantities are zeroed
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Printer 2 -- select printer options for order detail copies, schedule board, and reports; normally this is
your default Windows printer loaded with plain paper
Print estimate copy to Printer 2 -- enable this checkbox to simultaneously print estimate copies to
Printer 2
Auto-print -- enable this option to skip print preview function
Customer claim stub -- enter any storage charges; appears on the right portion of the claim stub at
bottom
TIP: Keep your Item Lookup Codes for service items short and meaningful for easy entry. 3-6 characters
is recommended. Short ILCs also ensure your Quick List entries will fit on the pre-printed estimate form.
1.3.9.5.1 Pre-entry estimate forms

Click the Pre-entry button to generate printed estimate forms for manual entry. This option is designed
for service businesses that prefer to use manual forms for estimate purposes which are later synched
with Service Manager.

Enter the quantity to print and click Print. You will be prompted to confirm the proper form is loaded into
your Estimate form printer. Example: SM-101 8.5" x 11" US
NOTE: Pre-printed estimate forms are serialized and barcoded when printed. The next serial number to
print will be listed. Each pre-entry form has a unique serial number that can only be used once when the
manual estimate is synched with Service Manager.
1.3.9.5.2 Disclaimer

Click the Disclaimer button to activate and enter your disclaimer/release text. This option is designed for
business that need to add disclaimers for legal purposes when recommended service work is declined.
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Once activated, disclaimer text with signature line is added to the bottom of a service order whenever a
line item entry's quantity is changed to zero (service or item refused/declined). The line will also appear
with brown highlight.
1.3.9.6

Notify
This setup tab allows you to define email notification parameters for use when service order status is
updated.
Example, when status changes to Closed the user is prompted to notify the customer by email (if
notification option is set to email).
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Fill in the required parameters and Click the Test button to pop-up a test form. Note: The port # is shown
under Advanced settings in Outlook.
Verified on this workstation -- once you have successfully tested the SMTP settings, enable this
checkbox to indicate workstation is ready for use.
BCC all emails -- this option should be enabled if you want a blind copy of each notification to be sent
to the specified address. Please note the Contact Log only tracks the subject line of your email
message, not the message text. You want this option enabled to maintain a full audit trail of
correspondence.
NOTE: If you want notification logic to be disabled, leave this setup form blank.

1.3.9.6.1 Test

This form allows you to test your SMTP settings. Click Send to confirm successful operation, then
check your email for the test message.
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If test fails, reconfirm your SMTP settings and try again.
Once test is successful, enable the Verified checkbox on the Notify tab to indicate the station is ready
for use.
1.3.9.6.2 Examples

When a status change warrants notification and customer notification for the workorder is is set to email,
a warning pop-up will appear.
Example (On Hold):

If you answer Yes, the email notification form appears with a pre-canned message displayed for the
appropriate condition. You can modify the subject line and message text before sending. The default
signature is defined in Setup.
Example:
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IMPORTANT: Service order notification flag must be set to email with a valid email address on file for the
customer account.
Similar messages appear for other conditions. Examples:
If status changes to Completed, subject line is: Service order [Type#XX] is complete and ready for
pickup/delivery
If status changes to Parts order required, subject line is: Service order [Type#XX] requires parts to be
ordered; please contact us ASAP
If status changes to Hold (see notes), subject line is: Service order [Type#XX] is On Hold; please
contact us ASAP
If status changes to Est. approval required, subject line is: Service order [Type#XX] requires approval;
please contact use ASAP
If status changes to Waiting for service, subject line is: Service order [Type#XX] scheduled for
completion by [DueDate]
NOTE: Notification only works if the Notify parameters have been configured, tested, and verified on the
workstation.
1.3.9.7

HQ Upload Directory
This option will only appear if SO Tracker is installed along with Service Manager and you are operating
in an HQ environment. See SO Tracker Help for setup instructions.
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The first time the SO Item button is selected in the New or Order Details form, a pop-up will appear.

Click OK and enter the folder address or shared folder name on the network.

Network resource example: \\RMSserver\HQsync\transfer
If you need to change this folder address at any time, select SO Item in the New or Order Details form
and select HQ Upload Directory at top of screen.

1.4

Step by Step Quick Guide
IMPORTANT: Make sure all configuration options have been completed under the Setup menu before
proceeding. This includes setup for RMS Manager, Labor Department, Service Reps, Defaults, Holidays/
Closed, Resources, Miscellaneous, and Print options. You must also enter the work schedules for
service personnel and/or service resources on the Resources tab.
Tutorial & Help
View the Service Manager tutorial if you haven't already. To launch the tutorial, select About, Online
Tutorial.
Review this Help file for detailed instructions on running Service Manager. Click the Help button or press
F1 to view context-sensitive instructions while running the application.
Work Flow Procedure
Option A: Step by Step PC based operation
Use this option if service personnel are comfortable with keyboard entry to generate service orders in
Service Manager from start to finish. This option assumes you have a sufficient number of PC
workstations running Service Manager to meet write-up and scheduling demands during your busiest
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times.
Option B: Step by Step Pre-printed Form operation (Beta 2 release)
Use this option if service personnel are not proficient using the PC for estimates or whenever it is more
convenient to manually enter estimates on paper based forms which are later entered into Service
Manager. Pre-printed estimate forms are serialized for quick entry into Service Manager later so the form
can be paired with the workorder generated in RMS.
WARNING: Record locking is not supported in Service Manager at this time, nor is record locking for
orders supported by RMS. To avoid loss of data you should never edit the same workorder on multiple
stations at the same time (in Service Manager or POS).

1.4.1

Option A: PC Based
Option A: Step by Step PC Based operation
Follow these steps if you will be using Service Manager exclusively to create new estimates (no preprinted forms). This option assumes all service personnel are comfortable with PC based operation and
will perform all steps within Service Manager.
IMPORTANT: Make sure all configuration options have been completed under the Setup menu before
proceeding. This includes setup for RMS Manager, Labor Department, Service Reps, Defaults, Holidays/
Closed, Resources, Miscellaneous, and Print options. You must also enter the work schedules for
service personnel and/or service resources on the Resources tab.
The following step-by-step guide will ensure you receive the most benefit from the Service Manager.
We suggest you print out these instructions for all service employees by selecting the Print button
above.
Service Manager creates enhanced workorders in RMS to track service work, but can also manage and
track backorders, workorders, and layaways created in POS that include service items. If you have
enabled backorders in RMS, you can process as normal in POS using one of the two deposit options
available in RMS (no deposit or 100% deposit). If the backorder, workorder, or layaway contains a service
item, you can manage that service work in Service Manager.
Step 1 -- Create an estimate using the New form
Click New button to create a new estimate.
Enter a customer's last name, company name, phone, or account number and hit Enter.
If found, highlight the correct entry and hit Enter or click Add to WO.
If not found, click New to create a new account entry then Add to WO.
Select Notify by Phone or Email as preferred contact method.
NOTE: If you skip this step you will be forced to complete it before saving the estimate.
Step 2 -- Describe article to be serviced or enter a general job description
If the customer account purchase history includes serialized items, you can select a serialized item to
assign to the workorder. Otherwise you can describe the service item by using the attribute
dropdowns, add new attributes on-the-fly, or type in a description directly.
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SN On File -- if customer account is associated with any previously sold serialized items, you can
select a serialized item and assign it to the workorder; this will auto-fill the description
Prior -- lists prior service histories for the customer account or selected serialized item
New (disabled) -- planned feature for a future edition of Service Manager (add new serialized item to
customer account)
Description -- describe the job or article to be serviced directly or use the attribute dropdowns to autofill the description
NOTE: If an attribute dropdown does not include the text you would like to use, enter the text into the
attribute dropdown and it will be saved for future use.
Notes -- enter any additional instructions or comments that are important for the service technician to
know
Include -- allows you to quickly populate the Notes field with any accessories or attachments
included with the service article during drop off or not present during drop off. This feature can also be
used to add common text entries as Notes.
Step 3 -- Enter services and parts
Add services by selecting them in the Services frame and click Add.
Add parts by scanning Item Lookup Codes or aliases into the item entry box at top of invoice frame, or
press F2 to search, or click magnifying lens
.
Press Shift-F3 to apply a discount to a highlighted line item or all items.
Press Ctrl-F10 to enter a line item comment for a highlighted line item.
Click the up/down tool

to sort a highlighted line item.

Estimate Only -- enable this checkbox if the estimate will be performed later and the customer will be
notified for approval
Call if over: $X -- enable this checkbox and enter a dollar value if the customer wishes to place a cap
on their service work
Est. By -- select your service rep entry (you will be forced to select this before saving)
Status -- leave the default at Needs Scheduling if the job will be scheduled in the next step or
scheduled at a later time; this setting may also default to Parts order required if an out-of-stock item
is added to the workorder; other options that preclude scheduling are RMA/Warranty return and On
Hold (see notes)
Saved old parts -- enable this checkbox if the customer requests the return of parts replaced during
servicing
Deposit -- if a deposit is required before service work is started, enter the dollar value here
Disclaimer -- if service work is declined by the customer, change the quantity to zero to indicate
refused items; if disclaimer has been activated in Setup, special text with signature line will appear at
the bottom of the printed service order
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Step 4 -- Schedule, save, and print
If the service order is to be scheduled immediately, click the Avail button to locate the first available
time slot for first available service rep, or select the resource required before clicking Avail. The
suggested date/day will be shown in green with suggested time and resource listed below.
Days shown in yellow indicate available time slots. Days shown in red indicate full. Days shown in
grey indicate closed or off days based on the selected resource.
To select a different day/time, double-click on any day shown in green or yellow. You can also
advance the week by clicking on the right arrow button.
NOTE: Availability is based upon the estimated time to complete the work (labor units) compared to
open time slots for defined work schedules (resources). This ensures service revenue is maximized
based on available man-hours per week.
Appt -- enable this checkbox if the service will be performed on an appointment basis (i.e. customer
will return for service or drop off service article on or before the date/time scheduled)
In Location -- if your store uses a hook or bin system for storing service articles, enter the IN location
here
Click Save to finalize the estimate and print. Depending on print setup, your estimate will print to a
dedicated laser printer loaded with Service Manager forms. A copy of the order may also be printed to
a second printer.
If you are using form SM-101 the top portion of the form can be inserted into a wall mounted schedule
board system while the claim stub is presented to the customer. The ID bracelet is attached to the
service article.
Depending on your store's workflow requirements, you can alternately provide the service order to the
customer in addition to the claim stub. Or you might provide a plain paper copy to the customer while
the order detail portion is retained for service dept use. You decide what works best for your store and
clientele.
NOTE: If your store requires a customer signature on service orders, enable signature in setup and
have the customer sign the form before providing them with a claim stub or copy.
Step 5 -- Edit and complete service
You can view all service orders and their status from the main list view. To limit the list to scheduled
jobs that are waiting for service, set the status filter to this option. You can also sort the list by due
date or scheduled date, or filter by resource, date range, etc.
TIP: To quickly recall a service order, scan the barcode from the estimate printout, claim stub, or
article ID bracelet.
To view order details, double-click a service order or highlight the order and click Order Detail.
To view scheduled jobs by day, select the Schedule Board tab. You can drill down to order detail by
double-clicking on a service job in a time slot, or double-click on the service order listed in the jobs list
below the calendar.
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If necessary add any additional parts and service required.
If necessary reschedule a service order by clicking the Schedule button.
Record any internal notes where indicated. (Internal notes do not print on the service order.)
NOTE: If you add an out-of-stock item to the service order, you will be prompted to change status to
"Parts order required". If this status option is selected, the service order will need to be rescheduled
when the parts have arrived.
As service work is completed, select your service rep number in the right column of the invoice frame.
This identifies which jobs have been completed and by whom.
When all service work has been completed, change the status to Completed and Save.
Out Location -- if your store uses a hook or bin system for storing service articles, enter the OUT
location before saving
Verify any Included entries mentioned in Notes are returned to the customer (if this feature is active).
Step 6 -- Notify customer of completed service
Contact the customer based on their preferred method (phone or email). Create a log entry in the
contact log documenting the results; ex. "notified", "left message", "2nd attempt", etc.
If notification is enabled in Setup and the notification method for the workorder is set to email, you will
be prompted to email the customer when the job is marked completed.
Step 7 -- Recall and pickup/deliver
In POS click the Service Manager button on the right side. Locate the customer's service order by
name or order number.
Click Recall to add the service order to POS for final processing.
Add any storage fees that may apply (if this feature is enabled).
WARNING: Record locking is not supported in Service Manager at this time, nor is record locking for
orders supported by RMS. To avoid loss of data you should never edit the same workorder on multiple
stations at the same time (in Service Manager or POS).

1.4.2

Option B: Pre-printed Form
Option B: Step by Step Pre-printed Form operation
Follow these steps if you will be using Service Manager in conjunction with pre-printed estimate forms.
This option allows service personnel to create manual estimates which are later synched with Service
Manager. You can also deploy this method whenever PC based operation is impractical. Example:
Service estimates performed off-site.
IMPORTANT: Make sure all configuration options have been completed under the Setup menu before
proceeding. This includes setup for RMS Manager, Labor Department, Service Reps, Defaults, Holidays/
Closed, Resources, Miscellaneous, and Print options. You must also enter the work schedules for
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service personnel and/or service resources on the Resources tab.
The following step-by-step guide will ensure you receive the most benefit from the Service Manager.
We suggest you print out these instructions for all service employees by selecting the Print button
above.
Service Manager creates enhanced workorders in RMS to track service work, but can also manage and
track backorders, workorders, and layaways created in POS that include service items. If you have
enabled backorders in RMS, you can process as normal in POS using one of the two deposit options
available in RMS (no deposit or 100% deposit). If the backorder, workorder, or layaway contains a service
item, you can manage that service work in Service Manager.
Setup -- Generate pre-printed forms
Make sure the Service Manager form you want to use is configured in Setup.
Click New button and select Pre-entry button in upper right. Or run Setup and select Print, Pre-entry
button.
Make sure Service Manager forms are loaded into the Estimate form printer, ready to print.
Enter quantity desired and click Print.
These forms should be stored on a clipboard or forms holder for easy access at the service counter.
Step 1 -- Create a manual estimate using pre-printed form
Enter all required entries to complete the estimate form.
If the customer account is already on file, skip address entry and check off On File.
If you are scheduling the estimate manually, circle the desired day and indicate the appropriate dates
and times.
If you are using form SM-101 the top portion of the form can be inserted into a wall mounted schedule
board system while the claim stub is presented to the customer. The ID bracelet is attached to the
service article.
Depending on your store's workflow requirements, you can alternately enter the completed estimate
into Service Manager as below, and provide a computer generated service order form to the customer.
Or you might continue to use the manual estimate form until the service order has been completed.
You decide what works best for your store and clientele.
NOTE: If your store requires a customer signature on service orders, enable signature in setup and
have the customer sign the estimate form before providing them with a claim stub.
Step 2 -- Sync the manual estimate with Service Manager
Manual created estimates should be synched with Service Manager whenever appropriate or
convenient to do so.
Click New button and select Pre-entry button in upper right.
Scan or type in the serial number from the pre-printed form. Once entered the cursor will move to the
Customer entry box.
Synch the remaining entries following the guidelines below.
Step 3 -- Assign Customer Account
Enter a customer's last name, company name, phone, or account number and hit Enter.
If found, highlight the correct entry and hit Enter or click Add to WO.
If not found, click New to create a new account entry then Add to WO.
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Select Notify by Phone or Email as preferred contact method.
NOTE: If you skip this step you will be forced to complete it before saving the estimate.
Step 4 -- Describe article to be serviced or enter a general job description
If the customer account purchase history includes serialized items, you can select a serialized item to
assign to the workorder. Otherwise you can describe the service item by using the attribute
dropdowns, add new attributes on-the-fly, or type in a description directly.
SN On File -- if customer account is associated with any previously sold serialized items, you can
select a serialized item and assign it to the workorder; this will auto-fill the description
Prior -- lists prior service histories for the customer account or selected serialized item
New (disabled) -- planned feature for a future edition of Service Manager (add new serialized item to
customer account)
Description -- describe the job or service article directly or use the attribute dropdowns to auto-fill the
description
NOTE: If an attribute dropdown does not include the text you would like to use, enter the text into the
attribute dropdown and it will be saved for future use.
Notes -- enter any additional instructions or comments that are important for the service technician to
know
Include -- allows you to quickly populate the Notes field with any accessories or attachments
included with the service article during drop off or not present during drop off. This feature can also be
used to add common text entries as Notes.
Step 5 -- Enter services and parts
Add services by selecting them in the Services frame and click Add.
Add parts by scanning Item Lookup Codes or aliases into the item entry box at top of invoice frame, or
press F2 to search, or click magnifying lens
.
Press Shift-F3 to apply a discount to a highlighted line item or all items.
Press Ctrl-F10 to enter a line item comment for a highlighted line item.
Click the up/down tool

to sort a highlighted line item.

Estimate Only -- enable this checkbox if the estimate will be performed later and the customer will be
notified for approval
Call if over: $X -- enable this checkbox and enter a dollar value if the customer wishes to place a cap
on their service work
Est. By -- select your service rep entry (you will be forced to select this before saving)
Status -- leave the default at Needs Scheduling if the job will be scheduled in the next step or
scheduled at a later time; this setting may also default to Parts order required if an out-of-stock item
is added to the workorder; other options that preclude scheduling are RMA/Warranty return and On
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Hold (see notes)
Saved old parts -- enable this checkbox if the customer requests the return of parts replaced during
servicing
Deposit -- if a deposit is required before service work is started, enter the dollar value here
Disclaimer -- if service work is declined by the customer, change the quantity to zero to indicate
refused items; if disclaimer has been activated in Setup, special text with signature line will appear at
the bottom of the printed service order
Step 6 -- Schedule, save, and print
If you manually scheduled the service already, locate the date in the schedule frame and double-click
on it to view.
Enter the scheduled time, select the service rep, and click Save.
If you are scheduling the service now, click the Avail button to locate the first available time slot for
first available service rep, or select the resource required before clicking Avail. The suggested date/
day will be shown in green with suggested time and resource listed below.
Days shown in yellow indicate available time slots. Days shown in red indicate full. Days shown in
grey indicate closed or off days based on the selected resource.
To select a different day/time, double-click on any day shown in green or yellow. You can also
advance the week by clicking on the right arrow button.
NOTE: Availability is based upon the estimated time to complete the work (labor units) compared to
open time slots for defined work schedules (resources). This ensures service revenue is maximized
based on available man-hours per week.
Appt -- enable this checkbox if the service will be performed on an appointment basis (i.e. customer
will return for service or drop off service article on or before the date/time scheduled)
In Location -- if your store uses a hook or bin system for storing service articles, enter the IN location
here
Click Save to finalize the synch process. Depending on printer setup, you will be prompted to print a
new copy of the service order.
Step 7 -- Edit and complete service
You can view all service orders and their status from the main list view. To limit the list to scheduled
jobs that are waiting for service, set the status filter to this option. You can also sort the list by due
date or scheduled date, or filter by resource, date range, etc.
TIP: To quickly recall a service order, scan the barcode from the estimate printout, claim stub, or
article ID bracelet.
To view order details, double-click a service order or highlight the order and click Order Detail.
To view scheduled jobs by day, select the Schedule Board tab. You can drill down to order detail by
double-clicking on a service job in a time slot, or double-click on the service order listed in the jobs list
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below the calendar.
If necessary add any additional parts and service required.
If necessary reschedule a service order by clicking the Schedule button.
Record any internal notes where indicated. (Internal notes do not print on the service order.)
NOTE: If you add an out-of-stock item to the service order, you will be prompted to change status to
"Parts order required". If this status option is selected, the service order will need to be rescheduled
when the parts have arrived.
As service work is completed, select your service rep number in the right column of the invoice frame.
This identifies which jobs have been completed and by whom.
When all service work has been completed, change the status to Completed and Save.
Out Location -- if your store uses a hook or bin system for storing service articles, enter the OUT
location before saving
Verify any Included entries mentioned in Notes are returned to the customer (if this feature is active).
Step 8 -- Notify customer of completed service
Contact the customer based on their preferred method (phone or email). Create a log entry in the
contact log documenting the results; ex. "notified", "left message", "2nd attempt", etc.
If notification is enabled in Setup and the notification method for the workorder is set to email, you will
be prompted to email the customer when the job is marked completed.
Step 9 -- Recall and pickup/deliver
In POS click the Service Manager button on the right side. Locate the customer's service order by
name or order number.
Click Recall to add the service order to POS for final processing.
Add any storage fees that may apply (if this feature is enabled).
WARNING: Record locking is not supported in Service Manager at this time, nor is record locking for
orders supported by RMS. To avoid loss of data you should never edit the same workorder on multiple
stations at the same time (in Service Manager or POS).

1.5

Operation

1.5.1

General
You can press Esc on any form to return to the previous form, or to exit the program from the main
screen.
Columns can be sized to view all data in that column. Hover over the separator line between columns
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with your mouse and the cursor will change to a cross with left-right arrows.

Right-click and drag the column to fit, or double-click on the cross to auto-size the column to its longest
entry.
To reset the list view to its default column width settings, press F8.
This application includes hot keys to support fast keyboard operation of menus, buttons, and screen
layout.
F2 -- lookup items and add them to the service order
F3 -- clears string search entry boxes without affecting combo box selections
F5 -- refreshes list view; useful when database changes have occurred on other stations
F6 -- resets the search criteria and clears any list views
F8 -- resets the column width to the default settings on list views
Shift-F3 -- discount items on the New or Order Details form
Ctrl-F10 -- add line item comment in the invoice frame on the New or Order Details form
Hot keys also include Alt-X combinations for menu and button options.

Example: Alt-V for View, Alt-C for Close
If you do not see underlined characters on most buttons and options it means this feature is set to
hidden in Windows. To enable this feature go to Display Properties, select the Appearance tab, then
the Effects button. Make sure "Hide underlined letters for keyboard.." is unchecked.
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Bright blue text is used whenever a checkbox option has been enabled to aid quick identification.
Dark blue text is used for instructional messages.
We welcome and encourage your feedback to help us improve this application. Please send your
comments and suggestions, or any problem reports, to our Suggestions box.

1.5.2

Service Orders
The Service Orders tab display a list of all service related orders (workorders, layaways, backorders) and
their status. Qualifying orders must contain a service item to be listed. If not, the sales order can only be
viewed or edited in RMS POS.
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Combo box options
Types -- select workorders, layaways, or backorders that include service items; default can be defined
in Setup
Status -- select All Open Status, Needs Scheduling, Waiting for service, Estimate approval required,
RMA/Warranty return, On Hold (see notes), Parts order required, Declined/pick-up, Completed, and
Closed; default can be defined in Setup
NOTE: Scheduled Dates will appear in red of the service work has not been marked Completed by the
Due Date/Time.
Dates -- select All Dates, Today, Tomorrow, Next 7 Days, Next 30 days, Over 30 days, Yesterday, Last
7 days, Last 30 days; default can be defined in Setup
Date type -- Due Date, Scheduled, Created; default can be defined in Setup
Date range -- enter start/end dates (optional)
Search string options
Customer -- enter a customer name, company, account number, phone number, email address or partial
string
Order #/SM# -- enter or scan an order number or Service Manager serial number (if pre-printed estimate
form)
Resource filter -- select a defined resource/service rep or view Unassigned; default listing displays all
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service orders
F6 Clear -- resets form to original view
Refresh (F5) -- updates list view to reflect any changes
List view columns include Due Date, Status, Scheduled Date, LU (Labor Units), Customer,
Description/Comment, Reference; sort by any column by clicking on column title
Order info section displays Customer, Order Type, Deposit and Balance, plus Contact Log, Notes,
or Internal Notes (default can be defined in Setup)
LU -- displays total number of Labor Units for any listed jobs
TIP: To view all items with default setup options press F6 Clear, then F5 Refresh. This will load your
entire product list of active items.
Print -- click this button to reprint an existing service order
New -- click this button to generate a new estimate
NOTE: Depending on your workstation license, the New button may be grayed out or a Recall button
may appear instead.
Order Detail -- click this button view order details; depending on the workstation license, editing may be
supported
Recall -- click this button to recall the service order to POS for processing

1.5.2.1

New
The New form allows you to quickly create job estimates and schedule them based on available
resources.
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Customer frame -- assign or add a customer account to the estimate form (required before saving)
Description/Article frame -- describe the service job or the item(s) to be serviced
Services frame -- list of service items for selection as defined in Setup
Invoice frame -- list all service work and any items or parts required
Schedule frame -- select and schedule jobs based on available times slots and resources
SO Item -- click this button to add a special order item to the service order; requires DRS SO Tracker
Click Save to add service order and print the estimate.
1.5.2.1.1 Customer frame

The customer frame allows you to quickly locate a customer account and assign it to the estimate.
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Search by -- locate an existing customer by account number, name, company, or phone.
Find -- select this button to view additional search options, or to list all customers on file, or to add a
new customer
Notify By: -- indicate customer preference for notification when service order is completed

1.5.2.1.1.1 Find Customer

The Select Customer window allows you to quickly locate an existing customer, create a new account,
or view account details.

TIP: Press Enter or F5 Refresh to view all customers without performing a search
Search by -- enter search string and press Enter; default search is by Account #, Last/First Name,
Company or Phone; to search by individual fields, disable QuickScan and select a field by clicking on a
column header
Quick Scan -- disable this option to search by selected column heading; when disabled, default search
is by Last Name; to search by another field, click the column header
Disable State/City combos -- enable this checkbox if you do not need to search by State or City
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selections; to enable this function by default, see Setup
New -- allows you to quickly add a new customer account. Note: If DRS V.I.P. Zone is installed and
enabled in Setup, V.I.P. Zone will be called.
View -- displays Customer Details.
Add to WO -- assigns the selected customer to the service workorder.
Enter account information for a new customer.

Customer is a global/enterprise customer -- this option will be grayed out in a single store
environment, or enabled by default in a multi-store environment (depending on Manager setting)
Customer details displays account information.
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Account # will be assigned automatically if left blank during new customer adds.
1.5.2.1.2 Description frame

The description frame is where a general job description is entered or the item to be serviced is
described. For repair businesses this might be name of the service article itself. Example, a bicycle
described by brand/model/color/type/size. Professional service businesses would enter a general job
description by type, such a "Full Service".
If the customer has previously purchased a serialized item, you can quickly recall that product to
populate the description with this product's name.
You can also manually type in a description or use the dropdown attributes to quickly describe the job or
item to be serviced. An optional notes field can include additional instructions or information for the
service technician. The Include button allows you to identify common items that may be included with
the repair article or job description.
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SN On File -- if assigned customer account includes sales of any serialized items this entry will be
activated and you can select a serialized item from the dropdown list
Prior -- display previous service orders for the selected serialized item or view all service related orders
for the customer account
New -- select this button to add a new serialized item and associate it with customer account (currently
disabled in v.1x)
Pre-entry -- this button will only be active if you have elected to print manual estimate forms for use with
Service Manager; select this button to print additional estimate forms or to synch a manual estimate with
Service Manager
Description -- describe the item or items to be serviced; you can alternately use the combo box options
above Description to quickly describe the item. New entries are automatically added to future combo box
selections when the estimate is saved. Up to 4 attributes can be defined and edited in Setup. Example:
Type, Color, Size, Brand, etc.
Notes -- enter any additional instructions the service rep should be made aware of
Include -- click this button to view and select items that are commonly "included" with the item being
serviced; you can define these entries in Setup. Example: Accessories or attached articles that were
supplied by the customer or previously purchased. Or identify items that were not included with the
service article to avoid any liability for "missing" items when the service article is returned to customer.
1.5.2.1.2.1 Prior

Prior history for a customer account includes all service related orders (workorders, layaways,
backorders). If you have assigned a serialized item to the service order, this list will include only those
transactions associated with that serial number. Without a serialized item selected, the list will default to
all prior service related orders.
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Show all orders for this customer -- enable this checkbox to include all service related transactions in
the customer's purchase history
Order Detail -- displays prior orders and identifies them as closed at bottom in red text.
Example:

1.5.2.1.2.2 New SN

--- Planned feature for a future edition of Service Manager
1.5.2.1.2.3 Included

Indicate any items that were included with the service article by enabling the checkbox in the Yes
column.
You can also indicate which items where not included by enabling the checkbox in the No column.
To add your selections to the service order, click Select.
Selected entries will appear in the Notes field and print on the estimate and order details form if reprinted.
This feature alerts service personnel what to look for when processing a service order or returning the
service article to the customer during pick up. This also identifies what your store is liable for based on
what the customer dropped off.
If your service business is limited to professional services, you can use this feature to indicate what is
included with the service work.
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To add a new entry click New.
1.5.2.1.2.4 Pre-entry

Use this option to sync a pre-printed estimate form with Service Manager or to print additional forms.
Pre-printed forms allow service personnel to create estimates manually on paper versus PC based
estimates. Pre-printed forms are serialized and barcoded when printed, then tracked internally for use in
Service Manager. This offers a convenient way to create an estimate whenever service personnel do not
have access to a PC. You can quickly sync a manual estimate form with a Service Manager generated
workorder whenever convenient to do so.
TIP: If you plan to use pre-printed estimate forms, we suggest you enter estimates into Service Manager
as soon as they are completed to take advantage of the scheduling features. If you are deploying a
manual schedule board instead, you should enter service jobs into Service Manager as soon as they are
completed. See suggested Quick Guide for step by step instructions.
Plain paper forms for Service Manager can be ordered from CBF Print Solutions at 800-8261988. For example, form SM-101 is especially designed to expedite service estimates and work tickets
and includes a service article bracelet, customer claim stub, and promotional area. These forms also fit
popular schedule boards when folded.

Service Manager includes the option to pre-print estimate forms for manual entry whenever PC generated
estimates are not practical to deploy. The pre-printed form emulates the New form in most respects
except the estimate will be handwritten and later transferred into Service Manager. This option is
designed for service businesses that prefer to use manual forms for estimate purposes.
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To sync a manual estimate with Service Manager, enter or scan in the estimate form's serial number and
click Save. Then continue with normal estimate entry. See suggested Quick Guide for step by step
instructions.

To generate pre-printed estimate forms select Setup, Print tab, Pre-entry button, or select New form,
Pre-entry button.
Enter the quantity to print and click Print. You will be prompted to confirm the proper form is loaded into
your Estimate form printer. Example: SM-101 8.5" x 11" US
NOTE: Pre-printed estimate forms are serialized and barcoded when printed. The next serial number to
print will be listed. Each pre-entry form has a unique serial number that can only be used once when the
manual estimate is synched with Service Manager.
Example (SM-101 with bottom ID stub):
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1.5.2.1.3 Services frame

The Services frame lists all items from the labor dept with the option to limit the list to Quick List entries
only or line display rather then a tree view. You set the defaults in Setup.
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TIP: If you have large range of services you should categorize them so they will be faster to locate.
Example:

+/- -- click on this symbol to shrink or expand the tree view
Line Display -- enable this checkbox to display service items in line item format; default can be defined
in Setup
NOTE: If you haven't categorized your labor dept you should enable line display as the default to
suppress the tree view.
Quick List -- enable this checkbox to display only those service items that have been flagged as Quick
List entries; default can be defined in Setup
Warranty/Check -- enable this checkbox to select from a list of warranty/checkover entries
Items -- indicates number of items currently displayed in Services frame
Add -- adds selected entries to the invoice frame
Right-click menu options -- right click on any service item to quickly add/remove it from Quick List or
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Warranty/Check, or to view item details

NOTE: If base descriptions for service jobs are similar, mouseover on description will display ext.
descriptions to help differentiate the job codes.
Example:

NOTE: To include ext. descriptions on service orders for invoice views and printing, enable this option in
Setup defaults.
1.5.2.1.4 Invoice frame

The invoice frames contains all service items and parts added to the order along with the estimator's
name, order status, and conditions such as Estimate Only and maximum dollar limit.

Items are added to a service order by entering the item lookup code in the top entry box, or by scanning
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them in.
To search for an item click the magnifying lens

or press F2 for Lookup.

To add a line item comment, highlight an item in the invoice grid and press Ctrl-F10.
To discount an item or group of items, press Shift-F3.
Estimate Only -- enable this checkbox if the service order is for estimate purposes only (customer
approval required)
Call if over -- enter the maximum dollar value the customer has pre-approved for service; if the
maximum is exceeded, this value will blink in red when viewing order details
Estimated By -- select the service rep who is performing the estimate
Status -- status will default to Needs Scheduling if not scheduled during the estimate step, or Parts
order required if a part needs to be ordered first before the service can be scheduled. Other options
include On Hold (see Notes) and RMA/Warranty return.
Save old parts -- enable this checkbox if the customer has requested that any parts replaced during
service should be returned to the customer.
Reference -- enter an optional reference; this entry will appear in the main list view as well in POS, F11
Recall, Recall a workorder; text entered here is appended to any deposit entry when the order is saved (if
a deposit is required).
Est. Deposit -- if a deposit percentage is defined in RMS for workorders, this figure will be calculated
and rounded to the nearest dollar; if necessary this figure can be edited; this entry will appear in the
Reference field until paid.
NOTE: If a deposit is entered in the standalone version of Service Manager, the Reference field in RMS is
populated with the warning message "*Deposit: $XX.XX". This message is removed once the deposit has
been collected in POS. If a deposit is entered in the POS version of Service Manager, the deposit is
processed as normal when the estimate/workorder is created at the POS station.
Sort order -- you can change the line entry position for any item on the invoice by highlighting that entry
and clicking on the up/down tool
in upper left of invoice frame. This feature only works when creating a
new estimate or when editing and viewing a service order in Service Manager.
Labor Units -- indicates estimated hours to complete the work in decimal format
Color coding for items listed -Item Lookup Code column background color:
Green - Item is in stock/deliverable, ready for service order to be completed
Red - Item is out of stock/needs to be ordered to fulfill this service order
Yellow - Item is out of stock, but on a PO which has not been received yet
Grey (entire row) -- item was already picked up in POS (partial pickup)
Brown (entire row) -- service or part was canceled (qty changed to 0); disclaimer will print if enabled
in Setup
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1.5.2.1.4.1 Lookup Item (F2)

Press F2 Search or click on the magnifying lens
to load item search. Once you locate the item you
wish to add to the workorder, double-click on the line item or highlight the item and press Enter.
You can quickly locate items by Description, Item Lookup Code, partial string, or dropdown filters by
Dept/Category, Supplier, or Type. Additional string searches can be performed by clicking a column
header (such as sub-descriptions like size, color, and brand or style). Checkbox options include In
Stock Only and Include Inactive.

TIP: Press Enter or F5 Refresh to view all items without performing a search.
Quick Scan -- enable this checkbox to search by Item Lookup Code, Alias, or Supplier Reorder Number
only.
Quick List -- enable this checkbox to limit search results to only those items flagged as Quick List
entries.
Add to WO -- assigns the selected item to the workorder. You can tag multiple items with the Ctrl key
plus right mouse click. You can perform multiple searches and tags in one session before adding
selected items to the workorder.
View displays Item Details.
Tip: You can exit Service Manager at any time by pressing the Esc key. The Refresh button will update
entries that may have been changed at another station while Service Manager has been left idle.
If an assembly is added to the invoice, a form will display to allow de-selecting components or applying
component pricing before adding the assembly items to the workorder.
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There are several quick search options built into Service Manager including a text string search followed
by combo box filters.
Combo Box Filters
The combo box selections include Department, Category, Suppliers, and Type.

Quick Scan -- enable this option to limit search to Item Lookup Code, Alias, or Supplier Reorder Number
Quick List -- enable this checkbox to limit results to items flagged as quick list entries
In Stock Only -- enable this checkbox to limit results to in stock items only
Include Inactive -- enable this checkbox to include Inactive items (will be highlighted in red)
Description/ILC String Search
By default Service Manager will list all items on file sorted by description if you click Refresh (F5) or
press Enter with no text string entered.
When a list view is populated you can type the beginning item description into the Description/ILC
search box to jump to a matching item. Hit <Enter> to locate your text string anywhere in the
description or ILC.
The separators % and & are also supported to help you narrow the results. The equal sign = can be used
to execute an exact search and commas provide for multiple values in the same search. A tilde (~) can
be used to execute a "begins with" search.
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Examples:
gi will immediately jump to and highlight the first entry starting with the letters gi.
superpro <Enter> will locate and list only items with superpro in ILC, Description, Ext. Description,
or Alias.
15002 <Enter> will locate and list only this ILC (this also works if the item's barcode is scanned).
girl%red will locate any items with girl followed by red within ILC, Description, Ext. Description, or
Alias when searching in ILC or Description. You can also search sub-description columns
exclusively by clicking on the associated column header.
girl&red will locate any items with girl and red in ILC, Description (and Alias, Ext. Description and
Notes) or girl in ILC, Description (and Alias, Ext. Description and Notes) and red within Subdescriptions 1-3, irrespective of which column you are searching in.
=15002 will locate an exact match on ILC or full description. This is handy when you are trying to zero
in on one item when other items contain a portion of the same text string.
15,16 will locate multiple occurrences of different values. Example: Sub-description2 might contain the
sizes 15" and 16". By separating those values by commas, both entries would be found.
~acc will locate items that begin with "acc" in ILC or description. This is useful if your ILCs contain a
meaningful prefix or your descriptions are formatted based on rules.

Columns include Sub-description 1, Sub-description 2, Sub-description 3, plus Avail, Price, and Sale
price (if active).
In our example, Size, Color, and Brand have been assigned as sub-descriptions.
Clicking on the Item Lookup Code column will switch Search mode to ILC/Description (from
Description/ILC). You can also search by sub-descriptions or sort a list by clicking on a column header.
Available column indicates Qty In Stock minus Qty Committed (orders) + Qty Pending (received/not
committed). You can mouse-over this column to view the numbers behind this calculation, plus view the
On Order quantity.

Sale Price will only list if a sale price is active. You can mouse-over this column to view start/stop dates
or discount schedule.
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Mouse-over Description to view Ext. Description (if present for the item).

TIP: For fastest operation review the shortcut keys and hot keys under the General topic.
1.5.2.1.4.2 Item Details

Item Details displays all pertinent data on one screen. Editable fields are shown in white or accessed by
clicking an ellipsis button. Editable fields include UoM and Bin which are used for special purposes in
Service Manager for labor items.
NOTE: Editing of Unit of Measure (UoM), Bin, and other fields is disabled in an HQ environment since
item edits need to be processed on the HQ database and distributed to the stores.
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access Aliases, On Order, Offline status, Member Of, and Supplier information.

Examples:
Aliases:
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To add a new alias click Add. If the alias already exists on file you will be prompted to move the alias to
the current item.
To delete an alias, highlight the entry and press the Delete key.
NOTE: Alias entry or deletion from the POS version of Power Ops is restricted to cashiers with Manager
Rights.
On Order:

Offline:
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Member Of:

Items can be members of a Matrix (M), Lot Matrix (LM), or Assembly (A). Click View to display the
matrix grid for a type M or A listing.
NOTE: Only matrix and assembly views are supported in the current release.
Member of contains an X button option which can be clicked to remove the item's association with a
matrix.
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Viewing an assembly entry will display the components of the assembly.

Supplier:
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To add a new supplier click Add. To remove a supplier, highlight the entry and press the Delete key.
Double-clicking on a checkbox in the Primary column will set the entry as the primary supplier. If the
primary supplier is deleted, the first alternate supplier will be set as the primary.

Click Supplier Info button to view contact and account information, or link to a supplier's website.
Supplier info:
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Active sale prices are shown in red. Mouse-over the Sale Price to reveal start/stop date or discount
schedule.

Received/Not Committed indicates quantity received on a purchase order that has not yet been
committed. This feature supports receiving products from packing lists when you need to wait for an
invoice to finalize purchase order costs and prices.
Cost, Margin, Date Last Received, Date Last Sold are hidden by default. Ctrl-W will toggle these
fields on/off.

To print a barcode label, click Label (Cognitive or Zebra/Eltron printers only).
To view a product image, click Picture. If this button is greyed out there is no image currently assigned.
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TIP: You can right-click on entries in the Services frame and select View Item Details to change
properties such as Bin or U of M.
The Picture button is activated if an image filename is present for the selected item.

The default picture size is Small, unless Large Picture is enabled in Setup.
Large will render the image in the native pixel size. Example:
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If an image filename exists on file, but cannot be found, the missing filename will be identified.
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The Label option in Service Manager works with Cognitive or Zebra/Eltron barcode printers using directto-printer PCL formats. You can hot key to this option from the list view by highlighting an item and
pressing F12.
NOTE: You can only use this option if you have a barcode printer installed with a Generic Text-Only
driver (not a Windows driver). You cannot use custom labels created with Label Designer in RMS, but
custom labels format can be created if you are familiar with PCL or EPL printer control language
commands. Contact your RMS reseller for details.

Select a Printer.
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Select a Label Format. Up to 9 Label formats are supported for each printer brand. Three sample
formats are included with Power Ops.
Cognitive printers:

Zebra/Eltron printers:

Number of labels will default to the Quantity on Hand. Change quantity if desired or enable Shelf label
only to print 1 label, then click Print.

TIP: If you have the programmer's guide for your barcode printer you can edit the label formats using
Notepad (or use the label software included with the printer and print to a file to view the commands).
Possible entries include:
<<StoreName>>, <<ItemLookupCode>>, <<Description>>, <<ExtDescription>>,
<<SubDescription1>>, <<SubDescription2>>, <<SubDescription3>>, <<Cost>>, <<Price>>,
<<PriceA>>, <<PriceB>>, <<PriceC>>, <<MSRP>>, <<SalePrice>>, <<LastReceived>>,
<<LastSold>>, <<BinLocation>>, <<DepartmentCode>>, <<Department>>, <<CategoryCode>>,
<<Category>>, <<PrimSupplierCode>>, <<PrimarySupplier>>, <<PrimarySRN>>,
<<GroupLookupCode>>, <<GroupDescription>>, <<DatePrinted>>, <SerialNumber1>>
Contact your RMS reseller if you need assistance with custom labels.
NOTE: The active label formats reside in the folder Program Files, DRS, DRS Service Manager
(Label1.lbl, Label2,lbl, Label3.lbl). The original version of each label is in the sub-folder called Labels. If
required, you can restore a label to its original format by copying the appropriate label from the Labels
folder into the active program folder. You will need to copy or rename the labels to the correct filenames
before use (ex. Label1.lbl, Label2.lbl, or Label3.lbl).
1.5.2.1.4.3 Comment (Ctrl-F10)

To add a line item comment to the invoice, highlight an item and press Ctrl-F10. These comments will
appear below the selected item (up to 255 characters). You can alternately add a line item comment by
double-clicking on the item, then tab to the comment box.
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NOTE: Line item comments in POS are not saved to your transaction log unless this feature is enabled
in Manager, File, Configuration, Options, POS options, Record Item comments.

1.5.2.1.4.4 Change Item Description

You can edit a line item's description (or add a line item comment) by double-clicking on the item's
description on the invoice.

NOTE: This does not change the description on file for the item, but can be used to alter a description on
the service workorder whenever necessary.
1.5.2.1.4.5 Discount (Shift-F3)

To discount a line item on the invoice, highlight the item and press Shift-F3.
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Or double-click on the price column entry to load the discount form with "Set retail price" pre-selected.

To discount the entire invoice, make sure no items are highlighted and press Shift-F3. Or change the
desired action to all items before applying.
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NOTE: Other options shown are currently disabled (planned for future release of Service Manager).
Exclude services -- disable this checkbox if a service item will be discounted
Exclude sale items -- disable this checkbox if an additional discount will be applied to sale price
Reason Code -- select before applying if a reason code is required (Store Operations Manager setup
option)
Percent -- enter a numeric value or select a preset option to auto-fill
1.5.2.1.5 SO Item (Special Order)

This button will only be active if DRS SO Tracker is installed on the local PC. Special Order Tracker
allows you to create items on-the-fly, then track and manage them. Contact your DRS reseller for
details.

NOTE: A customer must be assigned before selecting this option.
When the form loads the cursor position will default to:
Phone Number if a phone number does not already exist
Email Address if an email does not already exist
Description if both phone number and email already exist
You can tab to Description from the email address box, but you cannot create a Special Order Item
without a Phone entry.
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Enter a Description for the item up to 30 characters. Select the pencil icon
to add Line Item
Comment or Extended Description. Next enter an estimated Price, select a Supplier, and enter a
Reorder Number (if known). If the Supplier Reorder Number is already on file you will receive a warning
(so you can cancel and sell the existing item in POS instead).
NOTE: If you want to enter a cost for the item press Ctrl-W to expose the cost entry box between Est.
Price and Qty.
When installed in an HQ environment, the form will include the option to setup an HQ Upload Directory. If
ILCs are not available, the entry boxes will be grayed out as below.

For further instructions, see SO Tracker Help.
1.5.2.1.5.1 Line Item Comment/Ext. Description

SO Tracker allows you to enter as much information as necessary to properly describe and order your
special order items.

To enable Extended Description in POS, run Manager, File, Configuration, Options, Item options,
Show Item Extended Description.
NOTE: Line item comments in POS are not saved to your transaction log unless this feature is enabled
in Manager, File, Configuration, Options, POS options, Record Item comments.
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1.5.2.1.6 Schedule frame

The schedule frame allows you to quickly schedule jobs based on available times slots and resources.
The procedure is automated based on first in/first out, estimate job times, and selected resource or
service rep. Or you can select a date and manually assign a job to a time slot.

Avail -- click this button to scan the schedule board for the first available time slot for the first available
service rep; or select a service rep/resource before checking availability. The results will indicate the
date, day, and time for the suggested time slot.
NOTE: The Avail button is disabled until a service item with valid labor units has been added to the
invoice.
Example:

Color coded entries identify date/day as suggested (green), available (yellow), full (red), or blocked (grey).
Blocked indicates a holiday, or the store is closed, or selected resource has the day off.
Pickup/Deliver -- indicate whether customer will pick up article when service is completed or if delivery
is required
Appt -- enable this checkbox to indicate an appointment is being scheduled for service rather than a drop
off
NOTE: If your service business operates on an appointment basis only, you should enable Appointment
Mode in Setup. This will grey out features such as In Location and Pickup/Deliver and change the work
flow procedure to appointments only.
In Location -- indicate the bin/shelf location or hook number where the service article will be stored upon
check in
To accept a suggested time slot assignment, click Save.
To assign a different time slot, click on any yellow day. The day will change to green and the first
available time will appear for that day. Or double-click on any date/day to view find options.
NOTE: If you do not schedule an estimate when first created, the Due Date will default to the current
time plus the Due Days setting in RMS Manager.
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1.5.2.1.6.1 Find Time Slot

This form allows you to find available time slots by selected criteria (date, start time, resource). The
suggested time slot is shown in green.

Select a Date, Start Time, and Resource in the Search frame and click Find. The New frame will
display the results and the time slot will advance to that date/time.
Alternately you can click the right arrow to advance the date and locate first available time slot by
selected resource.
You can also drag and drop the estimate to another time slot.
Appt -- enable this checkbox to identify the service as an appointment
Click Save when you are satisfied with the selection.
1.5.2.1.7 Save and Print

When an estimate is saved, a final check is made against the schedule board to verify if a time slot
conflict exists. If you have multiple stations creating estimates at the same time, you may need to select
a different time slot before saving.
The saved estimate is printed to the designated printer as defined in Setup. If preview is enabled you can
view the estimate before printing.
Example:
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Paper forms for Service Manager can be ordered from CBF Print Solutions at 800-826-1988. The default
form for Service Manager is SM-101. This forms are especially designed to expedite service estimates
and work tickets and include a service article bracelet, customer claim stub, and promotional area.
Depending on the desired work flow, your store can provide an itemized estimate to the customer or a
claim stub only. If the original estimate will be used for a wall mounted schedule board, a copy of the
estimate can be printed to a second printer. See Print setup for details.
TIP: SM-101 forms fold to fit popular wall mounted schedule boards (minimum: 8" horizontal slot or 43/8" vertical slot).
1.5.2.2

Order Detail
The Order Detail form can be accessed from the main list view or schedule board. Depending on whether
Service Manager is licensed, you can either view and edit this screen while completing a service, or view
only and recall the order in POS.
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Customer frame -- edit or view the customer account; editing is prohibited in a multi-store environment
(HQ)
Contact Log -- record contact information made to the customer by phone, fax, or email; each log entry
is date stamped with issuer's ID number (cashier or rep)
Article frame -- describe the item(s) to be serviced
Order info frame -- displays order information and any Internal Notes
Invoice frame -- lists all service work and any items or parts required
Schedule frame -- displays current time slot or used to reschedule jobs based on available times slots
and resources; indicate an article's Out Location when service is completed
NOTE: If status is set to parts required, Out Location on estimate form will say PARTS ORDER
REQUIRED.
Print -- click this button to print a copy of the service order
Recall -- if the workstation is licensed for POS use, click this button to recall the service order to POS
for processing
History -- click this button to view current history of this service order
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Save -- click this button to save any changes made to the order
Color coding for entries in invoice frame -Item Lookup Code column background color:
Green - Item is in stock/deliverable, ready for service order to be completed
Red - Item is out of stock/needs to be ordered to fulfill this service order
Yellow - Item is out of stock, but on a PO which has not been received yet
Grey (entire row) -- item was already picked up in POS (partial pickup)
Brown (entire row) -- service or part was canceled (qty changed to 0); disclaimer will print if enabled
in Setup
1.5.2.2.1 Customer frame

The customer frame displays customer account information plus the contact method selected during the
original estimate.

Edit/View -- click this button to view customer account details; editing is prohibited in multi-store
environment (HQ) unless DRS V.I.P. Zone is installed and enabled in Setup.
Call, Fax, Email -- click the appropriate button to log an entry in the Contact Log
1.5.2.2.1.1 Edit/View Customer Account

This form displays customer account information. In a multi-store environment all fields will be grayed out
(not editable).
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1.5.2.2.2 Contact Log

The Contact Log maintains a history of exchanges with the customer regarding their service order
including phone calls, emails or faxes.
Contact Log: Click Called to enter a phone contact log.
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Indicate who you are (Cashier or Sales Rep), enter your contact notes, and click Save.

To use the Email option you must first setup your Notify parameters in Setup.

1.5.2.2.3 Article frame

The article frame identifies the item being serviced along with any notes entered during the original
estimate. You can also add additional notes here that will appear on the printed copy of the service
order.
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The Prior button allows you to view any prior service history for the customer account, or prior service
history for a serialized item (if one is selected).
1.5.2.2.3.1 Prior

Prior service orders are listed in descending order from the most recent to the oldest. If a serialized item
was assigned to the workorder during the estimate, only service orders associated with that serial
number will be shown.

Show all orders from this customer -- if no serialized item was assigned during the estimate this
checkbox option will be disabled and all service related orders will be shown.
When entries are viewed from this list, a message at the bottom of the order detail form will appear in red
to inform you that you are viewing a prior service order. Click Close to return to the list, then Close again
to return to the current order.
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1.5.2.2.4 Order info frame

Order information includes order number (and type), date created, in location, estimated by, due date/
time, status, and internal notes.
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NOTE: This frame switches to display Services if the Services button is clicked to add more services to
the order.
1.5.2.2.4.1 Internal Notes

Internal notes maintains a record of exchanges between service and sales personnel regarding additional
information for the service order. This is useful when additional services are required and the customer
needs to be notified first, or if your business keeps detailed records related to the condition of the article,
warranty information, etc.
NOTE: Internal notes do appear on the printed copy of the service order unless enabled during a reprint.
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1.5.2.2.5 Invoice frame

The invoice frames contains all service items and parts added to the order during the original estimate,
plus conditions such as Estimate Only and maximum dollar limit.
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Items are added to a service order by entering the item lookup code in the top entry box, or by scanning
them in.
To search for an item click the magnifying lens

or press F2 for Lookup.

Sort order -- you can change the line entry position for any item on the invoice by highlighting that entry
and clicking on the up/down tool
in upper left of invoice frame. This only affects items in Service
Manager orders and does not update the line item sort order in POS.
Services -- click this button to activate the Services frame in place of Order information; used to add
additional services to the order
Estimate Only -- if this checkbox is enabled, the service order is for estimate purposes only (customer
approval required)
Call if over -- indicates the maximum dollar value the customer has pre-approved for service; if the
maximum is exceeded, this value will blink in red
Save old parts -- enable this checkbox if the customer has requested that any parts replaced during
service should be returned to the customer
Deposit paid -- indicates if a deposit has been paid before processing the service order
NOTE: If a deposit is entered in the standalone version of Service Manager during an estimate, the
Reference field in RMS is populated with the warning message "*Deposit: $XX.XX". This message is
removed once the deposit has been collected in POS. If a deposit is entered in a fully licensed POS
version of Service Manager, the deposit is processed as normal when the estimate/workorder is created
at the POS station.
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Labor Units -- indicates estimated hours to complete the work in decimal format
Color coding for items listed -Item Lookup Code column background color:
Green - Item is in stock/deliverable, ready for service order to be completed
Red - Item is out of stock/needs to be ordered to fulfill this service order
Yellow - Item is out of stock, but on a PO which has not been received yet
Grey (entire row) -- item was already picked up in POS (partial pickup)
Brown (entire row) -- service or part was canceled (qty changed to 0); disclaimer will print if enabled
in Setup
1.5.2.2.6 Schedule frame

The schedule frame displays the currently assigned date, time slot, and resource if the service has
already been scheduled.

Schedule -- click this button to view current time slot or reschedule a service job if necessary
Appointment -- this checkbox will be enabled if the service has been scheduled as an appointment
Out Location -- enter the storage location for a service article when the service has been completed
1.5.2.2.6.1 View time slot/reschedule

To reschedule a service order, use the Search options in lower left, or drag and drop the service order to
an open time slot.
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Find -- enter your search criteria and click Find to locate the next available time slot for the selected
resource
Appt -- enable this checkbox to indicate a customer appointment versus a scheduled job with the service
article in hand
Save -- if any changes are made, the Save button will activate
1.5.2.2.7 History

Click the History button to view a history of edits or activity to the service order. The Cashier column will
indicate a POS cashier if the order was edited in POS, or "Service Manager" if the edit occurred in
Service Manager.
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1.5.2.2.8 Print

Select this option to preview and print a service order.
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Status = Parts order required
When the status for a service order is set to Parts order required and item(s) must be ordered to fulfill
the service workorder, the Item Lookup Code column background will be color-coded to identify the
action required.
Green - Item is in stock/deliverable, ready for service order to be completed
Red - Item is out of stock/needs to be ordered to fulfill this service order
Yellow - Item is out of stock, but on a PO which has not been received yet
Example:

NOTE: To manage your parts orders for service work, we suggest you use DRS Special Order Tracker.
This applications tracks all customer orders from start to finish, including service orders that require
parts. If you do not have this application you will need to create purchases orders in RMS. The color
coded entries in Service Manager will alert you as to what action needs to be taken (order, place PO,
schedule job).
1.5.2.4

Recall (to POS)
When Service Manager is licensed and installed for a POS station, a Custom POS Button is added to
the POS screen.

The POS version of Service Manager includes a Recall button at the bottom of the main list view and
Order Detail form. This allows you to lookup and recall a service order for processing in POS. You can
use this feature to take deposits on workorders created on other workstations, or to finalize a completed
workorder during customer pickup.
IMPORTANT: There are two options available for running Service Manager. A licensed seat that
includes all functions or an unlicensed seat that provides view/recall functions only. A unlicensed seat
allows you to view and recall service orders in POS. However, you cannot edit service orders or modify
the schedule board. If you want full functionality (create, edit, view/recall, and schedule), you'll need to
purchase a seat license.
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Print
Click the Print button to re-print or preview a service order in print format. You can select which printer to
use and what sections of the form to print (all or selected). By default this option will print a copy to
Printer 2 with article ID bracelet and claim stub.
Example:

1.5.3

Schedule Board
The Schedule Board displays all currently scheduled jobs by date and resource. The default view is
today's jobs.
To change the view to another day, double-click on the date in the calendar.
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Double-click on a service order in the time slot or jobs list to view Order Detail.
Use the slider control
to change the time increment. Increments range from 5 minutes to 1
hour. The default setting is controlled in Setup. Double-click on the slider control to return to the default
setting.
You can drag orders to a new time slot to reschedule them. To drag a service order between columns,
grab the left colored border. To drag within the current column, you can use the left, top, or bottom
border. The top/bottom borders will appear when the job is highlighted.
If a job is dragged to a new time slot, you must Save your changes or Cancel.
Print -- prints daily, weekly, or monthly schedules for all or selected resources
New -- create a new estimate
1.5.3.1

Print
Use this option to print the work schedule by resource for the selected day.

1.5.4

Resources
This tab allows you to define and view the available work schedules for your resources. A work schedule
can be tied to an individual service rep's weekly schedule or default to the store's open hours. You can
refine a work schedule and make modifications as needed to reflect changing conditions.
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When a resource is selected from the dropdown list, the form will display the resource's current
schedule. You should edit the days/time and add any blocked times as necessary. Repeat for each
resource defined in Setup.

Click the ellipsis
Use the slider control

to add a Block Time Slot such as a lunch hour.
to change the time increment. Increments range from 5 minutes to 1
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hour. The default is 1 hour. Double-click on the slider control to return to the default setting.

1.5.4.1

Blocked Time Slots
Define blocked times for each resource such as lunch hour, vacation time, etc. This will prevent
scheduling on days/times when the resource is unavailable.

Click Reset to set the work schedule back to the original settings if modified manually with drag and
drop.
To remove a blocked time, highlight it, and press the Delete key on your keyboard.
Click New to create a new entry.
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Name -- enter a name for the blocked time such as Lunch, Weekly Meeting, etc.; use the dropdown to
select a previously defined entry
Assign to all resources -- enable this option if you want the blocked time apply to all resources
Time -- select a duration and start/end time
Recurrence Pattern -- options include None (default), Daily, Weekly, or Monthly
Daily --

Weekly --
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Monthly --

1.5.5

Forms and Layouts
Service Manager is designed to accommodate a variety of service businesses through the use of
specialized forms and form layouts. Forms can be ordered from CBF Print Solutions at 800-826-1988.
SM-101 -- Use this form for service businesses such as a bicycle shop, PC repair store, vacuum service
center, etc. This form includes 3 micro-perf sections and 2 fold perfs. The top section provides estimate
detail and customer information. One bottom section serves as an ID bracelet for the service article while
the second bottom section serves as a customer claim stub with a promotional area. The top section
folds to fit wall mounted schedule boards (minimum: 8" horizontal slot or 4-3/8" vertical slot).
Example:
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Custom forms are available by request. Form options range from plain paper or card stock with microperfs, fold lines, self-stick labels, and punch-outs. If your business has special requirements, please
contact us for details and a quote.
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This content will depend on business type and workflow requirements for your service business.
You can further control output with form selection. For example, form options for SM-101 include flipping
the position of the claim stub and ID bracelet.
Custom forms and layouts are possible by editing the Crystal Reports templates located in the program
folder (.rpt). You'll need to contact a CR report writer and provide them with the specs you need. Let
them know RMS only supports files saved in CR 8.5 format.

1.6

Contact Info
Digital Retail Solutions Contact Information
info@digitalretailer.com
Mailing Address:
Digital Retail Solutions Inc.
2014 Electric Rd PMB 205
Roanoke, VA 24018-1938
USA
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